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struetions to ask for Toul and Verdun. The French did
not learn of this German intention until they succeeded
during the war in deciphering the German telegrams
exchanged in July, 1914.119
The proclamation of "Threatening Danger of War" had
been urged by Moltke and Falkenhayn since the evening
of July 29. But Bethmann had held out against it until
receiving definite news that Russia had ordered general
mobilization. As the Russian order had been given because
Sazonov and lanushkevich had persuaded the Tsar that
war was inevitable, so now the Russian mobilization was
the decisive fact which at last convinced the civil as well
as the military authorities in Germany that war was inev-
itable. News of the Russian step caused military considera-
tions everywhere (except in England) to take precedence
over political considerations, and rendered futile and illu-
sory all the later diplomatic efforts, Some of these efforts
were made sincerely but without serious expectation of
success; some were only diplomatic gestures calculated to
give an appearance of pacific intentions and to throw the
odium of responsibility upon the opposing side. Thus,
neither the Russian "formula" which Sazonov had proposed
to Pourtales,120 nor the personal appeal which Pourtales
made in a visit on his own initiative to the Tsar at Peter-
hof,1-1 nor the final exchange of telegrams between "Willy"
and "Nicky/' l~- nor Berchtold's pretense of being at last
ready to make some concessions,1128 could have any chance
of success. As these last diplomatic efforts were futile and
illusory, they need not be set forth in detail
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